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Abstract. In order to solve the technical problem of incomplete information ex-

traction and lack of effective compensation in the digital transformation process 

of existing archives, which leads to poor digital management of archives, the 

preset area is scanned to obtain the first OCR scanned file. Perform template 

matching and generate file matching templates. Compare the file matching 

template with the first OCR scan file to obtain missing attribute information and 

the distribution location of missing attributes. Perform local compensation 

scanning to generate a second OCR scanning file. Conduct secondary retrieval to 

generate digital archive retrieval results. Adjust the timing of the second OCR 

scan file and digital archive retrieval results, generate archive classification re-

sults, and update the cloud storage repository. It can achieve the technical effect 

of improving the integrity of archive information extraction, achieving automatic 

compensation, and thus enhancing the effectiveness of archive digital manage-

ment. 
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Cloud storage is a new concept that extends and derives from the concept of cloud 
computing  .. Cloud computing is the development of distributed computing, par-
allel computing, and grid computing. It involves automatically dividing a large com-
puting program into countless smaller subprograms through the network, and then 
handing them over to a large system composed of multiple servers for calculation and 
analysis, and then transmitting the processing results back to users [4-6]. Through 
cloud computing technology, network service providers can process tens or even bil-
lions of information in seconds, achieving network services as powerful as "super-
computers" [7-9]. With the development of information technology, digital manage-
ment of archives has become an important part of improving work efficiency and 
promoting information construction. In the current information extraction process of 
archive digitization, information recognition is mainly achieved by scanning the entire 
archive or manually inputting it page by page. However, due to the complexity of file 
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layout and content, direct scanning and recognition of the entire file often cannot 

achieve good results. And when there is a lack of information, there is a lack of effec-

tive remedial measures to supplement complete digital archive information [10-11]. 

2 Design ideas 

As shown in Figure 1, firstly, at the level of digital transformation, a technical solution 

combining template matching and compensation scanning is adopted. Through a series 

of processing processes such as initial OCR recognition of preset areas, comparison 

with templates to obtain missing information, and compensation scanning of missing 

parts, a complete transformation of the content of paper archives is achieved, effec-

tively solving the problem of incomplete information extraction and improving the 

quality of digital transformation. Secondly, at the level of digital archive storage, cloud 

storage technology is adopted to upload complete digital archives to a unified cloud 

storage repository, achieving centralized management of archives, facilitating unified 

query, access, and utilization of archives, and solving the problem of distributed storage 

of digital archives. Finally, at the level of digital archive processing, design an archive 

classification module that can automatically classify and process digital archives based 

on their content, intelligently organizing and processing them to meet subsequent 

management needs. 

 

Fig. 1. Technology construction approach and strategy diagram 
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3 Design Cases 

When the user interface receives the file upload command, the OCR scanner of the 

paper scanning device is activated to scan the preset area and obtain the first OCR 

scanning file, which has table distribution features and text distribution features. 
This step specifically includes: first, collecting and scanning PDF sets, horizontal 

cell quantity identification sets, vertical cell quantity identification sets, and cell four 

point coordinate identification sets. The horizontal cell quantity identification set, 

vertical cell quantity identification set, and cell four point coordinate identification set 

supervise the first attention channel of the convolutional neural network structure, train 

the scanned PDF set, and generate table feature extraction nodes. The text content 

identification set and text position identification set supervise the second attention 

channel of the convolutional neural network structure, train the scanned PDF set, and 

generate text feature extraction nodes. 

Extract table structure features from the first PDF file scanned by the OCR scanner 

based on the table feature extraction node, and generate table distribution features. 

Extract text features from the first PDF file based on the text feature extraction node to 

generate text distribution features. Aggregate and associate table distribution features 

with text distribution features to generate the first OCR scan file. 

In a preferred case, a table feature extraction node and a text feature extraction node 

are first constructed to obtain the table distribution features and text distribution fea-

tures, thereby obtaining the first OCR scan file. Firstly, a scanner is used to scan paper 

forms and generate a set of electronic PDF files containing different forms as the 

scanned PDF set. Manually annotate the number of horizontal and vertical cells in each 

PDF file, and record them as a set of horizontal and vertical cell quantity identifiers. 

Using manual framing, label the four point coordinates of each cell in each table to 

obtain a set of cell four point coordinate identifiers. At the same time, identify and scan 

the text content in each PDF file table in the PDF set, generate a text string, and obtain 

the text content identification set. Determine the precise coordinate position of each 

text content in the document to obtain a set of text position identifiers. 

Then, a convolutional neural network model is constructed, which includes the first 

attention channel for table feature extraction. Supervise the training of the first attention 

channel using the collected horizontal cell quantity identification set, vertical cell 

quantity identification set, and cell four point coordinate identification set. During the 

training process, continuously optimize the ability of the first attention channel to 

extract table features by scanning PDF documents, so that its output results match the 

identification set. When the first attention channel can accurately extract table features, 

the first attention channel is the generated table feature extraction node for training. 

Meanwhile, the convolutional neural network model includes a second attention 

channel for text feature extraction. Supervise the training of the second attention 

channel using the collected text content identification set and text position identifica-

tion set. During the training process, continuously optimize the ability of the second 
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attention channel to extract text features by scanning PDF documents, so that its output 

results match the identification set. When the second attention channel can accurately 

extract text content and position features, the second attention channel is the text fea-

ture extraction node generated by training. 

When the user issues a file upload command through the operating interface, the 

system automatically activates the OCR scanner in the paper scanning device to scan 

the preset area. Among them, the preset area is the scanning and placement area for 

paper files, and the files placed in the preset area to be scanned are the first PDF files. 

Then, use the trained table feature extraction nodes to analyze the table structure of the 

first PDF file, and obtain the table distribution features, such as the number of rows, 

columns, and cells. Use text feature extraction nodes to analyze the text content and 

position of the first PDF file, and obtain text distribution features. 

Thirdly, using the distribution characteristics of tables, determine the coordinate 

range of each table cell in the document image. Using the distribution characteristics of 

text, determine the coordinate position of each text content. Traverse all text content to 

determine if its coordinates fall within the coordinate range of the table cells. For text 

located within a table cell, establish an association between the text content and the 

corresponding cell, organize it into an electronic document format, and generate the 

first OCR scan file. 

This step also includes constructing a table feature extraction fitness function: 

LOSS1 = {

w1

|ni1 − ni1́ | + |ni2 − ni2́ |
+

w2m

∑ (0.25 ∗ ∑ djk)4
k=1

m
j=1

，[|ni1 − ni1́ | ≤ a]⋀[|ni2 − ni2́ | ≤ a]

0，[|ni1 − ni1́ | > a]⋁[|ni2 − ni2́ | > a]

 

Among them, LOSS1 representing the output fitness of any set of table feature ex-

traction training, ni1 representing the number of horizontal cells extracted from the i-th 

group of training data, ni1́  representing the number of horizontal cells identified from 

the i-th group of training data, ni2 representing the number of vertical cells extracted 

from the i-th group of training data, ni2́  representing the number of vertical cells 

identified from the i-th group of training data, w1 are the first preset weights, The 

Euclidean distance between the k-th coordinate output value and the identification 

value djk representing the four point coordinates of the j-th cell, m represents the total 

number of cells, and a represents the fitness calculation threshold. 

Construct a fitness function for text feature extraction: 

LOSS2 = {

1

Q
∑ (

w3

LP

+
w4

SP

)

Q

P=1

，(LP ≤ b)⋀(SP ≤ c)

0，(LP > b)⋁(SP > c)

 

Among them, LOSS2 represents the output fitness of any set of text feature extrac-

tion training, LP represents the output text content of the p-th cell and the Hamming 

distance of the text content identification, SP represents the output text position of the 

p-th cell and the Euclidean distance of the text position identification, w3 represents 

the third preset weight, w4 represents the fourth preset weight, Q represents the total 
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number of cells with text, b represents the Hamming distance threshold, and c repre-

sents the text distribution distance threshold. 

Train the table feature extraction node and text feature extraction node based on the 

table feature extraction fitness function and text feature extraction fitness function. 

In a preferred case, in order to improve the accuracy of table feature extraction nodes 

and text feature extraction nodes in extracting PDF files, the table feature extraction 

fitness function and text feature extraction fitness function are preferred. 

Among them, the fitness function for table feature extraction is: 

LOSS1 = {

w1

|ni1 − ni1́ | + |ni2 − ni2́ |
+

w2m

∑ (0.25 ∗ ∑ djk)4
k=1

m
j=1

，[|ni1 − ni1́ | ≤ a]⋀[|ni2 − ni2́ | ≤ a]

0，[|ni1 − ni1́ | > a]⋁[|ni2 − ni2́ | > a]

 

Among them, LOSS1 representing the output fitness of any set of table feature ex-

traction training, ni1 representing the number of horizontal cells extracted from the 

i-th group of training data, ni1́  representing the number of horizontal cells identified 

from the i-th group of training data, ni2  representing the number of vertical cells 

extracted from the i-th group of training data, ni2́  representing the number of vertical 

cells identified from the i-th group of training data, w1 are the first preset weights, The 

Euclidean distance between the k-th coordinate output value and the identification 

value djk representing the four point coordinates of the j-th cell, m represents the total 

number of cells, and a represents the fitness calculation threshold. 

Quantify the training effect of table feature extraction through the fitness function 

LOSS1 of table feature extraction, characterize the quality of training output, and reflect 

the similarity between the table features extracted by the first attention channel and the 

real table features. Compare ni1 and ni1́  will be conducted, Compare ni2 and ni2́  at 

the same time, if the difference between the two is less than or equal to the fitness 

calculation threshold a, then the table feature extraction fitness will be performed 

LOSS1 =
w1

|ni1−ni1́ |+|ni2−ni2́ |
+

w2m

∑ (0.25∗∑ djk)4
k=1

m
j=1

. When ni1  and ni1́  deviation or ni2 

and ni2́  deviation from is greater than the fitness calculation threshold a, the fitness of 

the table feature extraction is LOSS1 = 0. Among them, the higher the fitness function 

LOSS1 for table feature extraction, the closer the output result of the channel is to the 

identification value, and the more accurate the extraction result is. 

Among them, the fitness function for text feature extraction is: 

LOSS2 = {

1

Q
∑ (

w3

LP

+
w4

SP

)

Q

P=1

，(LP ≤ b)⋀(SP ≤ c)

0，(LP > b)⋁(SP > c)

 

Among them, LOSS2 represents the output fitness of any set of text feature extrac-

tion training, LP represents the output text content of the p-th cell and the Hamming 

distance of the text content identification, SP represents the output text position of the 

p-th cell and the Euclidean distance of the text position identification, w3 represents 

the third preset weight, w4 represents the fourth preset weight, Q represents the total 
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number of cells with text, b represents the Hamming distance threshold, and c repre-

sents the text distribution distance threshold. 

Quantify the training effect of text feature extraction through the fitness function 

LOSS2 of text feature extraction, characterize the quality of training output, and reflect 

the similarity between the text features extracted by the second attention channel and 

the real text features. If the Hamming distance LP between the text content and the text 

content identification is less than or equal to the Hamming distance threshold b, and the 

Euclidean distance SP between the output text position and the text position identifi-

cation is less than or equal to the text distribution distance threshold c, then LOSS2 =
1

Q
∑ (

w3

LP
+

w4

SP
)

Q
P=1 . On the contrary, then LOSS2 = 0. Among them, the higher the 

fitness function  LOSS2  for text feature extraction, the closer the text content and 

position distribution output by the channel are to the identification value, and the more 

accurate the extraction results are. 

Then, based on the constructed table feature extraction fitness function and text 

feature extraction fitness function, train the table feature extraction node and text 

feature extraction node to accurately extract the table and text features of the archive. 

Firstly, prepare to scan the PDF set as the training dataset, which annotates the number 

of rows and columns, cell coordinates, etc. of the table as the identification of table 

features, and also annotates the text content and position as the identification of text 

features. For each training sample, the extraction results of table and text features are 

obtained through forward calculation through table feature extraction nodes and text 

feature extraction nodes. Based on the extraction results and identification, calculate 

the fitness function LOSS1  and LOSS2  for table feature extraction and text feature 

extraction. Using a backpropagation algorithm, use the fitness function as the loss 

function to update network parameters to minimize the fitness function and continu-

ously approach the identification target. Iterating the above process until the network 

converges, finally obtaining the trained table feature extraction node and text feature 

extraction node. Based on the distribution characteristics of tables and text, combined 

with the archive template matching algorithm, template matching is performed to 

generate archive matching templates. 

4 Conclusion 

When the user interface receives the file upload command, the OCR scanner of the 

paper scanning device is activated to scan the preset area and obtain the first OCR 

scanning file. The first OCR scanning file has table distribution features and text dis-

tribution features, thereby quickly obtaining the initial digital content of the file. Based 

on the distribution characteristics of tables and text, combined with the archive tem-

plate matching algorithm, template matching is performed to generate archive match-

ing templates, providing a reference basis for locating and extracting accurate infor-

mation from archives. Compare the file matching template with the first OCR scanned 

file to obtain missing attribute information and the distribution location of missing 

attributes, and achieve accurate identification of missing information locations. Based 

on the missing attribute information and the distribution location of missing attributes, 
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activate the OCR scanner for local compensation scanning, generate a second OCR 

scanning file, and scan and complete the initial missing information in a targeted 

manner to achieve automatic compensation and ensure the integrity of the file. Syn-

chronize the second OCR scan file, archive matching template, and project ID infor-

mation to the cloud server. Based on the project ID information and archive matching 

template, perform secondary retrieval in the cloud storage repository embedded in the 

cloud server, generate digital archive retrieval results, achieve centralized management 

of digital archive data, and improve the efficiency of digital archive query. Activate the 

archive classification module to adjust the timing of the second OCR scanning file and 

digital archive retrieval results, generate archive classification results, update the cloud 

storage repository, and achieve intelligent classification of digital archives, making 

their organizational structure clearer, management more convenient, and improving the 

technical effectiveness of digital archive management. 
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